
Active Physical Science 

Activity 3 Who Wins the Race?

GOALS
In this activity you will:

• Measure short time
intervals in arbitrary units.

• Measure distances to the
nearest millimeter.

• Use a record of an object’s
position vs. time to
calculate the object’s
average speed during
designated position and
time intervals.

• Measure and describe
changes in an object’s
speed.

• Relate changes in the
speed of an object
traveling on a complex
sloped track to the shape
of the track.

Activity 3 Who Wins the Race?

What Do You Think?
The fastest human can’t go as fast as a car traveling at 
25 miles per hour.

Who wins the race?

• The runner with the highest finishing speed?

• The runner with the highest average speed?

• The runner with the greatest top speed?

Take a few minutes to write answers to these questions in
your Active Physics log. Discuss your answers with your small
group to see if you agree or disagree with others. Be prepared
to discuss your group’s ideas with the entire class.
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The Track and Field Championship

For You To Do
1. Your teacher will show you how 

to use a ticker-tape timer 
to record a toy car’s position 
and the time it takes to move.
Thread a piece of paper tape 
about 1 m long in the timer, and 
attach one end of the tape to the 
car. Turn on the timer, and pull the car 
at a nearly constant speed so that the tape is
dragged completely through the timer.

2. Examine the pattern of dots that the timer makes on the
tape. Assume that the timer makes dots that are separated
by equal amounts of time. The amount of time from one dot
to the next will be called a “tick.” Obviously, a tick in this
case is some small fraction of a second. You will use the tick
as a unit of time in this activity and not worry about
converting it to seconds.
a) Do you agree that the distance from one dot to the next on the

tape is the distance that the car travelled during one tick of
time? Check with your teacher if you have difficulty with
this. When you understand this concept, record it in your log.

b) Do you agree that if you measured the distance from one
dot to the next in a unit such as centimeters, you would
know the car’s speed during that part of the motion in
“centimeters per tick”? (Remember, average speed equals
distance divided by, or per unit of, time.) When you
understand this concept, record it in your log.

c) Is the spacing between the dots about the same all along
the tape, or does the spacing vary? 

d) What would it mean if the spacing stays about the same?
If the spacing varies?

e) Find the part of the tape that shows the beginning of the
car’s motion where the dots are far enough apart to be seen
clearly, and mark one dot as the first dot for analysis. Also
locate the last dot made before the tape left the timer at the
end of the motion. Measure the distance from the first clear
dot to the last dot in centimeters (to the nearest 
�1
1
0� cm, or 1 mm). Also, count the number of tick time

intervals (the total number of spaces between dots) from the
first to the last dot. Record these measurements in your log.

Motion of tapeStart  

1 tick

2 ticks

3 ticks

4 ticks

Use only the tape
provided. Do not substitute
other paper.
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f) Use the data from Part (e) to calculate the average speed
of the car in “centimeters per tick.” Record your work in
your log.

3. Make another “run” with the car, using another paper tape,
but this time try to pull the car to make it go faster and
faster along its path.
a) Compare the pattern of dots on the tape for this run to

when you tried to pull the car at constant speed. In your
log, explain differences between the two records of motion
in terms of position, speed, and time.

b) Choose a section near the middle of the “faster and faster”
tape that is 5-tick intervals long (count 5 spaces between
dots, not 5 dots) and mark the beginning and end of the 
5-tick time interval. Measure the distance between the first
and last dots of the interval. Calculate the average speed
during the interval in “centimeters per tick.” Record your work.

c) How would the average speed compare if you were to
measure it for a similar interval earlier in the run? Later?
How do you know? Write your answer in your log.

4. Now let’s race! Your “runner” is going to race on each of four
inclines as shown. You are going to use the techniques
learned above to analyze each race.

Track 1: This is a simple incline 1.00 m long, supported by a
meter stick along its length to keep the track from sagging.
One end is raised so that h = 0.10 m.

Track 2: This time the incline is 0.40 m long, with a 
0.60-m level section for the remaining part.As for 
track 1, h = 0.10 m.

Track 3: The setup is the same as for track 1, except that 
h = 0.15 m.

Track 4: Set the first height at 0.20 m.At about 0.50 m 
along the track, slope the track up so that the second 
height is 0.10 m. Use a manila folder to smooth the 
transition between the inclines.

h
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a) Predict which track will produce the winning result if your
car is released and allowed to run 1 m along each track,
starting from the top. Record your prediction in your log.

5. Run your toy car on each track. In each case:

Allow the force of gravity to do the pulling by simply
releasing the car at the start of the run.

Have the car pull at least 1 m of tape through the timer. This
may require adding a “leader” to the 1-m tape length to allow
for the distance between the car and the timer at the start of
the race.

At the beginning of each run, the timer should be started
and then the car should be released.

After each run, mark the track number on the tape, mark the
first clear dot made at the beginning of the run, and place a
mark on the tape 1 m (100 cm) beyond the first clear dot.

a) For each race, explain in your log how you will analyze the
tapes to measure the final speed, the top speed, and the
overall average speed in centimeters per tick.

b) Make the necessary measurements, and do the calculations
to fill in the speed values in a table similar to the one below.

c) Which track produced the winning run in the big race?
How can you tell? Explain your answer in your log.
If a photogate timer is available, this is a preferable way
in which to measure the velocities. If not, try to minimize
the friction of the timer from the experiment.

Reflecting on the Activity and the Challenge
Now you can see that it is the details of what happens during a
race that determines who wins. The distance of a race and the
time taken to run it do not reveal what a champion does along
the way to win races consistently.

Track Average
Number Final Speed Top Speed Speed

1
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Speed within most races varies. The sprinters who get up to top
speed quickly and maintain their speed throughout a race often
win. Those who start quickly and “fade” at the end of the race
often lose.

Helping athletes at your school analyze their performances in
terms of speed during parts of a race will be needed if they are
to compete with the best runners.

Physics To Go
1. Describe a procedure that you could use to convert one “tick”

of the timer used in this activity into seconds of time. How
could you find out how many “ticks” equal one second?

2. What would the spacing of dots look like for a ticker-tape
timer record of an object that is slowing down in its motion?

3. From what you observed and measured during this activity,
describe how the speed of a toy car behaves as it travels:
a) on a straight ramp that slopes downward
b) on a level surface when the car already has some speed 

at the beginning
c) on a straight ramp that slopes upward

4. Aisha and Bert are running at constant speeds, Aisha at 
9.0 m/s and Bert at 8.5 m/s. They both cross a “starting line” at
the same time. The “finish line” is 100 m away.
a) How long does it take Aisha to finish the race?
b) How long does it take Bert to finish the race?
c) Where is Bert when Aisha crosses the finish line?
d) By how many meters does Aisha finish ahead of Bert?

5. The Penn Relays women’s high school record for the 1500-m
run is 4 min, 24.0 s. The women’s high school record for the
mile (1609 m) run at the Penn Relays is 4 min, 49.2 s. In
which race did the record holder have the greatest average
speed in meters/second?

6. Salina runs the 200-m race for the school’s track team.
She runs the first 100 m at 9.0 m/s. Then she hears her
classmates cheer, “GO, Salina, GO!” and runs the final 
100 m at 10.0 m/s.
a) Calculate the time for Salina to run the first 100 m.
b) Calculate the time for Salina to run the final 100 m.
c) Calculate Salina’s average speed for the entire race.
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